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Performance of Sensitivity based NMPC
Updates in Automotive Applications
Ju¨rgen Pannek and Matthias Gerdts
Abstract In this work we consider a half car model which is subject to unknown
but measurable disturbances. To control this system, we impose a combination of
model predictive control without stabilizing terminal constraints or cost to gener-
ate a nominal solution and sensitivity updates to handle the disturbances. For this
approach, stability of the resulting closed loop can be guaranteed using a relaxed
Lyapunov argument on the nominal system and Lipschitz conditions on the open
loop change of the optimal value function and the stage costs. For the considered
example, the proposed approach is realtime applicable and corresponding results
show significant performance improvements of the updated solution with respect to
comfort and handling properties.
1 Introduction
Within the last decades, model predictive control (MPC) has grown mature for both
linear and nonlinear systems, see, e.g., [2, 9, 18]. Although analytically and numer-
ically challenging, the method itself is attractive due to its simplicity and approxi-
mates an infinite horizon optimal control as follows: In a first step, a measurement
of the current system state is obtained which in the second step is used to compute
an optimal control over a finite optimization horizon. In the third and last step, a
portion of this control is applied to the process and the entire problem is shifted
forward in time rendering the scheme to be iteratively applicable.
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Unfortunately, stability and optimality of the closed loop may be lost due to
considering finite horizons only. To ensure stability of the resulting closed loop,
one may impose terminal point constraints as shown in [1, 12] or Lyapunov type
terminal costs and terminal regions, see [3, 14]. A third approach uses a relaxed
Lyapunov condition presented in [11] which can be shown to hold if the system is
controllable in terms of the stage costs [8, 10]. Additionally, this method allows for
computing an estimate on the degree of suboptimality with respect to the infinite
horizon controller, see also [15, 19] for earlier works on this topic.
Here, we use an extension of the third approach to the case of parametric control
systems and subsequent disturbance rejection updates. In particular, we focus on
updating the MPC control law via sensitivities introduced in [4]. Such updates have
been analysed extensively for the case of open loop optimal controls, see, e.g, [7],
but were also applied in the MPC closed loop context in [16,21]. In order to avoid the
usage of stabilizing Lyapunov type terminal costs and terminal regions and obtain
performance results with respect to the infinite horizon controller, we utilize results
from [16] in an advanced step setting, see, e.g., [5].
In the following, we present the considered half car model from [17, 20] and
the imposed MPC setup. The obtained numerical results show that this approach
is both realtime applicable and provides a cheap and yet significant performance
improvement with respect to the comfort and handling objectives requested by our
industrial partners.
2 Problem setting
Throughout this work we consider the control systems dynamics of a half car which
originate from [17, 20] and are slightly modified to incorporate active dampers, see
Fig. 1 for a schematical sketch. The resulting second order dynamics read
Fig. 1 Schematical sketch
of a halfcar subject to road
excitation w
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m1x¨1 = m1g+ f3− f1 m3x¨3 = m3g− f3− f4
m2x¨2 = m2g+ f4− f2 Ix¨4 = cos(x4)(b f3−a f4) (1)
where the control enters the forces
f1 = k1(x1−w1)+d1(x˙1− w˙1)
f2 = k2(x2−w2)+d2(x˙2− w˙2)
f3 = k3(x3− x1−bsin(x4))+u1(x˙3− x˙1−bx˙4 cos(x4))
f4 = k4(x3− x2+asin(x4))+u2(x˙3− x˙2+ax˙4 cos(x4))
Here, x1 and x2 denote the centers of gravity of the wheels, x3 the respec-
tive center of the chassis and x4 the pitch angle of the car. The disturbances w1,
w2 are connected via w1(t) = w(t), w2(t) = w(t −∆) and the control constraints
U = [0.2kNs/m,5kNs/m]2 limit the range of the active dampers. The remaining
constants of the halfcar are displayed in Table 1.
Table 1 Parameters for the halfcar example
name symbol quantity unit
distance to joint a,b 1 m
mass wheel m1,m2 15 kg
mass chassis m3 750 kg
inertia I 500 kgm2
spring constant wheels k1,k2 2 ·105 kN/m
damper constant wheels d1,d2 2 ·102 kNs/m
spring constant chassis k3,k4 1 ·105 kN/m
gravitational constant g 9.81 m/s2
3 MPC Algorithm
In order to design a feedback for the half car problem (1), we impose the cost func-
tional
JN(x,u,w) :=
N−1
∑
k=0
µRFR(k)+µAFA(k) (2)
following ISO 2631 with horizon length N = 5. The handling objective is imple-
mented via
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FR(k) :=
2
∑
i=1
(k+1)T∫
kT
(
[ki(xi(t)−wi(t))+di(x˙i(t)− w˙i(t))]−Fi
Fi
)2
dt
with nominal forces
F1 = (a ·g · (m1+m2+m3))/(a+b)
F2 = (b ·g · (m1+m2+m3))/(a+b)
whereas minimizing the chassis jerk
FA(k) :=
(k+1)T∫
kT
(m3
...x 3(t))
2 dt
is used to treat the comfort objective. Both integrals are equally weighted via
µR = µA = 1 and are evaluated using a constant sampling rate of T = 0.1s dur-
ing which the control are held constant, i.e. the control is implemented in a zero–
order hold manner. The nominal disturbance w(·) and the corresponding derivates
are computed from road profile measurements taken at a sampling rate of 0.002s via
a fast Fourier transformation (FFT).
For the resulting finite time optimal control problem, we denote a minimizer of
(2) satisfying all constraints by u?(·,x,w). Since the control must be readily com-
puted at the time instant it is supposed to be applied, u?(·,x,w) is computed in an
advanced step setting, cf. [5]. To this end, the initial state x of the optimal control
problem is predicted for a future time instant using the last known measurement
and the intermediate control which is readily available from previous MPC iteration
steps.
Since we want to apply sensitivity updates in case of measurement/prediction de-
viations and disturbances, we additionally precompute sensitivity information along
the optimal open loop solution with respect to the predicted state ∂u?/∂x(·,x,w) and
the nominal disturbances ∂u?/∂w(·,x,w). Then, once the nominal control u?(·,x,w)
is to be applied, we use newly obtained state and disturbance information x, w to up-
date the control via
u(·,x,w) := u?(·,x,w)+
( ∂u?
∂x (·,x,w)
∂u?
∂w (·,x,w)
)>(
x(·)− x(·)
w(·)−w(·)
)
, (3)
see also [4, 7] for details on the computation and limitations of sensitivities.
For simplicity of exposition, we predict the initial state x using two sampling
intervals T of the closed loop control. Note that although larger predictions are pos-
sible, robustness problems are more likely to occur since predicted and real solutions
usually diverge, see, e.g., [6, 13].
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4 Numerical Results
During our simulations, we modified both the states of the system and the road pro-
file measurements using a disturbance which is uniformly distributed in the interval
[−0.025m,0.025m]. For this setting, precomputation of u?(·,x,w), ∂u?/∂x(·,x,w)
and ∂u?/∂w(·,x,w) required at maximum 0.168s < 2T = 0.2s which renders the
scheme realtime applicable. As expected, the updated control law shows a better
performance than the nominal control. The improvement cannot only be observed
from Fig. 2, but also in terms of the closed loop costs: For the considered race track
road data we obtain an improvement of approximately 8.2% using the sensitivity
update (3). Although this seems to be a fairly small improvement, the best possible
result obtained by a full reoptimization reveals a reduction of approximately 10.5%
of the closed loop costs.
Fig. 2 Comparison plot for
the chassis jerk using MPC
with (×) and without sensitiv-
ity update (◦).
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Note that due to the presence of constraints it is a priori unknown whether the
conditions of the Sensitivity Theorem of [4] hold at each visited point along the
closed loop. Such an occurrance can be detected online by checking for violations
of constraints or changes in the control structure. Yet, due to the structure of the
MPC algorithm, such an event has to be treated if one of the constraints is violated
at open loop time instant k = 1 only which was not the case for our example.
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